RHD Milestone Questions

Confirmation of Candidature

Report Overview section

Supervisor questions

- Export Controls: Does this research have a defence or military end use? Yes/No
- Third party agreement: Is this research/thesis subject to a formal agreement with a 3rd party? Yes/No

Student questions

  - You can upload multiple documents. Please use short, meaningful files names and don’t forget to add text-matching reports as appropriate.
- Have you applied for ethics approval? N/A (not applicable)/Not applied yet/Applied/Approved
  - Please enter the name of the Ethics Committee.
  - Please enter the approval number.
- Masters students only Request a course change to PhD at this milestone? Yes/No
- Have you had any intermissions since your last milestone/review? Yes/No
  - Start date
  - End date
  - Type/Reason

Professional Development section

Student questions

- A) Have you completed any professional development activities since your last review? Yes/No
  - Outline completed activities
  - Optional: Supporting documentation
- B) Do you require additional education and/or training to ensure timely completion? Yes/No
  - Detail what you need and why
  - Optional: Supporting documentation

Supervisor response

- Comment required

Resources section

Student question

- Do you require additional resources to complete the project, other than those noted at admission? Yes/No
Detail what you need and why
- *Optional:* Supporting documentation

**Supervisor response**
- Comment required

---

**Research Question section**

*Student input: optional*

**Supervisor question**
- Has the student articulated a suitable research problem or question(s)?  
  Yes/No

---

**Plan section**

*Student input: optional*

**Supervisor questions**
- A) Has the student provided a detailed and achievable plan?  
  Yes/No
- B) Is the timeframe realistic/feasible?  
  Yes/No

---

**Methodology section**

*Student input: optional*

**Supervisor question**
- Appropriate to the discipline, has the student identified a research methodology/method and type of data collection, or equivalent, for the project?  
  Yes/No

---

**Ethics section**

*Student input: optional*

**Supervisor question**
- Has the appropriate ethics approval been sought?  
  Yes/No

---

**Oral Communication section**

*Student input: optional*

**Supervisor question**
- Has the student displayed good oral communication skills?  
  Yes/No
- What material have they presented that demonstrates a depth of knowledge about their project, used audio visual materials effectively and answered questions appropriately?
Written Communication section

Student input: optional

Supervisor question

- Can the student write in an appropriate format and express themselves clearly? Yes/No
  - What written submissions demonstrate this?

Text-matching section

Student input: optional

Supervisor questions

- A) Has the student’s written submission for this Milestone been subjected to text-matching? Yes/No
- B) Does the student’s written submission comply with the University’s Academic Integrity Policy? Yes/No

Goals for next Milestone section

Student input: optional

Supervisor question

- List the recommended goals for the next Milestone Review
  - Timeframe
  - Goal

Sign off section - Student only

- Student must sign off that their evidence is finalised.

Recommendation section - Supervisor

- Cannot be accessed until student has signed off.